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The Council Tax Reduction scheme (CTR scheme) is our discount scheme to help people 
on low incomes pay their Council Tax. Councils are required to review their schemes each 
year.  Following this review should a council wish to make any changes to their scheme, 
Primary CTS regulations includes a requirement for public consultation on any 
amendments.   

The growth in the number of people on Universal Credit (UC), and greater understanding of 
its effects, means we have to review our Council Tax Reduction (CTR) scheme 

The most pressing effect of UC on our CTR scheme is that it means administration costs 
have become a much more significant burden than was the case under legacy benefits.  The 
result is we are considering to ‘delink’ their CTR scheme from UC to keep administration 
costs down. 

There are two reasons why CTR administration costs are more significant under UC. The 
first is that because Housing Benefit and CTR are no longer co-administered, arithmetically it 
means that administration costs become a higher proportion of the total 

Proposal: 

 Option One: To Introduce a minimal threshold 

Under the current scheme all changes in income regardless of amount must be included on 

their claim irrespective of whether this alters their entitlement. 

There have been 2 recent changes to the way the council receives information regarding a 
person’s claim:  

• The introduction of ‘Full Service’ Universal Credit (UC)  

• The new Real Time link to HMRC for customers earnings.  

This has resulted in a significant increase in the number of changes in circumstances for 
customers, which means a high number of changes to their Council Tax Support. As a result 
of this customers can receive numerous revised council tax bills although there has been 
very little financial change. We can be advised on a weekly basis of a change in income of 
as little as £1. This currently involves a reassessment of the CTRS and a subsequent 
revised Council Tax  bill and letters issued and potentially resetting recovery action 

The effect of this on CTR schemes is: 

• Administration costs become a much more significant burden than was the case 

under legacy.  

• A significant increase in the workload and cost involved in recalculation a CTRS.  

We are proposing to introduce a de minimis value on any change in income.  Where the 

change awarded is below a certain threshold, the award will remain unchanged. This will be 

considered for all income changes with either a positive or negative value. This would 

significantly reduce the number of changes to a customer’s Council Tax Support 



Introducing a de minimis approach to changes in the Council Tax Support award will reduce 

the burden of associated administration but also provide some stability for the council tax 

payer and help them with budgeting. 

Option Two: Introduce periodic reviews of Universal Credit claims 

 Universal Credit is assessed using real time information, this means for many customers, 

that their income can change on a weekly/monthly basis. Under the current scheme, LCTR 

must be re-assessed to include these changes, resulting in some customers receiving 

revised council tax bills several times a month. This can result in confusion over what they 

must pay.  

 
Where an applicant is in receipt of Universal Credit, Council Tax Reduction shall be based 
on their award of Universal Credit for a period of up to six calendar months (‘the fixed 
period’), 
 This will commence from the initial date of that award so long as the applicant is continually 
in receipt of Universal Credit. Any changes in the award of Universal Credit only during that 
period shall not change the amount of the reduction awarded.  
At the end of the fixed period, if the applicant is still in receipt of Universal Credit, council tax 
reduction for a further fixed period for a period of up to six months at the authority’s 
discretion, shall be calculated based on the average monthly award of Universal Credit over 
the previous fixed period.  
An average would not apply where the authority considered that a major change in 
circumstances had occurred.  
A major change shall include, but is not limited to:  
 

• a partner moving into or leaving the household; or  

• the applicant enters new employment or self-employment; or the applicant’s 
employment of self-employment ceases; or  

• the applicant has an increase in employment of 5 hours or more per week.  
 

Financial Implications 

There may be some impact on the council’s overall collection rate however with the 

proposed change these should be mostly beneficial.  Fewer invoices will be created, 

reduced changes to direct debits, reduced cases being sent for enforcement action on small 

amount, reduced write off small unrecoverable amounts, reduced administration costs of 

running the scheme. Simpler process for staff to follow.   

Risk Assessment 

Although there are some risks in introducing the proposed options i.e. fraud, it is considered 

that the overall cost of running the Council Tax Reduction Scheme is not likely to be 

impacted. 

Equality Implications   

As the proposed change is not intended to target any specific type of claim there would be 

no equalities impact. 

Options 

Option: Do Nothing  

Advantages Disadvantages 

On line claims process captures what is 
needed for assessment 

Increase in administrative cost as universal 
credit caseload increases 

Comparability with pensioner scheme, staff 
don’t have to operate two sets of rules 

Impact on recovery if council tax support 
award changes and action resets 



Annual uprating follows rules for pensioner 
scheme and housing benefit 

Complexity of scheme – could be difficult 
for customers to understand and budget  

Cost of scheme can be varied relatively 
simply through the maximum liability 
percentage 

High volume of information and evidence 
needed for assessment  

  

Option 1: Introduce a minimum 
change rule 

 

Can be included within existing technology  Differs to the pension age scheme  

Would reduce administration costs Potential of fraud  

Less changes for customers to keep up 
with 

 

Eliminates revised billing for small changes  

Reduces the amount of additional 
information to be collected  

 

Reduces the number of write offs on small 
amounts 

 

Reduces the number of queries from 
customers  

 

Simplifies the process  

  

Option 2 : Introduce periodic reviews of 
Universal Credit claims  

 

Can be included within existing technology Differs to the pension age scheme  

Would reduce administration costs Differs to non-Universal Credit  working age 
claims 

Less changes for customers to keep up 
with 

Potential of fraud 

Eliminates revised billing for small changes  

Reduces the amount of additional 
information to be collected 

 

Reduces the number of write offs on small 
amounts 

 

Reduces the number of queries from 
customers 

 

Simplifies the process  

 

Complete the consultation  

 

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=VH_RilQmuUumwvI0YlcqFCfnnJyikl9FnytNbak1xslUMTBVUjVPUzVIVVRJRTlMRUdaNkVOTDU5Vi4u

